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IN BRIEF: What is 40sei and what it does
40South Energy Italia (40sei for short) is an innovative company which develops, builds
and sells wave energy converters. It has among its investors several Business Angels
and Innogest Ventures, Invitalia Ventures and Enel Green Power.
The 40sei Team is small and very focused, with more than 10 years of experience in the sector.
The company has a set of prestigious investors: Invitalia Ventures (the Venture arm of the Italian
Ministry of the Economy), Enel Green Power (a global leader in renewables) and Innogest Capital
(one of the leading Italian VCs)
40sei has developed a proprietary and disruptive technology to extract energy from waves and
tides. The technology is disruptive in terms of product innovation, in terms of production process
innovation and in terms of maintenance process innovation, in a sector widely recognized to be
underdeveloped and with huge potential.
The H24-50 machine, a shallow water wave and tidal energy converter first deployed in Marina di
Pisa in 2015, has a Technology Readiness Level of 7 meaning that there has been a system
prototype demonstration in an operational environment. Next iteration due early 2018 will be at
TRL 8. The first unit was deployed at sea in November 2015 and started converting wave energy into
electricity in January 2016.
The 40sei market is proven by the numerous leads and prospects, among which is Enel Green
Power, investor and client of the company
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Technology

R115 wave energy converter
The oldest product under development is:

Offshore
wave
energy
converter R115-400
(rated at 400kW, part of the
R-type family), which had a
reduced scale prototype
tested at sea in the Punta
Righini offshore test site
during 2013-2014 after a
series
of
preliminary
prototypes tested offshore
since 2009 (TRL = 6)
Completely underwater under all operational conditions; resilient to even the biggest
storms; efficient; easy to install, maintain and decommission; scalable to very large
machines like the 4MW unit R4M coming in 2019; Shares the WT50 powertrain with
H24-50; patented design.
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Technology

H24 wave and tidal energy converter
The newest product under development is:

Near shore wave and tidal energy
converter H24-50
(rated at 50kW, part of the H-type
family).
Had a full scale prototype tested at
sea in the Marina di Pisa production
(and grid connected) site during 20152016. First production of energy on
January 2nd 2016 (TRL = 7).
The first unit was sold to Enel Green
Power in November 2016
Completely underwater under all operational conditions; resilient to even the biggest
storms; inexpensive; very efficient; easy to install, maintain and decommission. Scalable to
large machines like the 500kW unit H24-500 to be developed during 2018; shares the
powertrain WT50 with the offshore machine R115-400 also developed by 40sei; patented
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Technology

H24 wave energy converter: 2015 deployment at sea
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Business model and next steps
The business model of 40sei is to be a technology provider to EPCs, which act for the
clients by developing the sites and providing installation, O&M and final
decommissioning for the machines.
40sei is “dry” meaning that it does not operate in the water or outside its facilities;
for that it uses external suppliers.
Next steps:
In the near future 40South Energy, together with its partner EPCM Elements Works
srl, plans to deploy additional units of H24-50 machines in the Mediterranean sea
and in Asia, provided that the commercial leads underway mature into firm orders.
Meanwhile the technological development goes on, with particular focus on the
evolution and the industrialization of the WT50 powertrain.
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